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www.daylightcompany.com

For over 25 years Daylight Company has  been making magnifying lamps for professionals. Our reputation for innovation has resulted in a wide ‘state of the art’ range. Our lamps are characterized 
by superior quality and lenses as well as high light output and robustness. They are all easily adjustable and the light can be positioned exactly where it is needed. All have 6500K color balanced, 
high contrast light enabling you to work in comfort for longer.

TX, OK, AR, LA, MS

www.iacindustries.com

IAC products offer the advantages of ergonomics,modularity, adjustability and durability cannot be duplicated in ordinary office furniture.
IAC manufactures 100% of our products in our own facility where all processes meet or exceed industry specifications for quality. Our key design, manufacturing and customer service management 
represents more than 70 years combined experience in the workstation industry. And the majority of our production employees have been with the company for 15 years or more. All bring a craftsman's 
pride to the manufacture of IAC's workstations and workbenches.

TX, OK, LA

                                   www.identco.com

Identco's electronics identification solutions offer extreme durability, temperature,  solvent, chemical resistance, and anti-static properties for applications that range from PCBs to consumer 
devices.

TX, OK, AR, LA

www.jokari.de

Jokari is market leader in the stripping and dismantling technology for all types of wires, cables, and conductors. We produce professional tools for mostly all application areas in which wires 
must be processed easily, quickly, and safely. Our cable knives, cable and wire strippers are, with a few exceptions, TÜV- and GS-certified - we aim at a safe handling of all our products. As a 
renowned specialist with more than 45 years of experience we continually develop innovative solutions for all demands and broaden our product range to adapt it to the changing market 
conditions. TX, OK, AR, LA, 

MX

www.kester.com 

Kester is a leading global supplier of assembly materials to the electronic assembly, component & microelectronic marketplaces. Our products include an array of basic & high-tech attachment 
materials including traditional soldering chemicals, paste, wire & bar products. We serve a worldwide customer base with facilities in North America, Europe & Asia. Kester offers the following 
solutions: Solder Paste, Liquid Solder Flux, Solder Wire, Bar Solder, Tacky Solder Flux, Preforms, SE-CURE™ Advanced Materials for Semiconductor Packaging & a full spectrum of global 
customer technical support.

TX, OK, AR, LA

                      www.nittokohki.com/delvo

Nitto Kohki’s “delvo” electric screwdrivers are high-quality tools for professional use, with special emphasis on precise torque control and long-term reliability. “delvo” gives you the ability to get 
it right, every time. Delvo has been maufacturings precision electric torque screwdrivers, controllers, tool balancers, torque checkers, and screw counters for over 35 years.

TX, OK, AR, LA

                            www.paceworldwide.com

PACE - 50 years of experience and industry leadership providing solutions and systems for Soldering, Desoldering, BGA rework, Fume Extraction, and Convection Heating.  

TX, OK, AR, LA

                             www.scienscope.com

Scienscope was founded in 1995 to meet the growing need for reliable and affordable general purpose optical and video inspection solutions for the electronics and PCB industries. We began with 
basic stereo zoom microscopes used for SMT inspection and rework of circuit boards and electromechanical assemblies with a commitment to quality, value, and support. Scienscope has evolved 
to become a complete inspection solution provider, offering binocular, trinocular, 1080p video microscopes, ring lights and accessories, eyepieces & lenses to meet a wide variety of applications 
and manufacturing quality requirements. With a full line of ergonomic video inspection and microscope systems, Scienscope can help you tackle your toughest manufacturing and quality 
challenges. TX, OK, AR, LA

                   staticcontrol.descoindustries.com 

Formerly 3M Static Control, SCS Offers ESD Workstation Solutions, Constant Monitoring, EOS/ESD Diagnostic & Test Equipment, ESD Static Shielding, and MVB Bags, Ionization, Static Event 
Detectors and ESD Event Monitoring throughout all phases of your manufacturing process.

TX, OK, AR, LA

                                      www.sipel.ch

SIPEL Electronic SA is a privately held company founded in 1989 in Geneva, Switzerland. We develop, manufacture high technology precision hand tools for the electronics, watch making and 
medical industries. Our product range include tweezers, pliers, cutters and vacuum pickup tools, as well as custom made tools. We aim at exceeding customer expectations by optimizing 
response time when managing, producing and shipping orders. TX, OK, AR, LA, 

MX

                         www.swanstromtools.com

Swanstrom Tools manufactures technically advanced electronic cutters and pliers, forged from high chromium, high carbon alloy steel - hardenable to 65 HRC. This very wear-resistant steel and 
our unique proprietary heat treating process with computer controlled induction edge hardening maximize tool life. Precision finishing to your requirements makes Swanstrom tools truly superior. 
Try our tool reconditioning service. Ask about our RECON EVAL Coupon. TX, OK, AR, LA, 

MX

 www.ProActivePSG.com


